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Abstract 
Thl.: use of (generalized) tree structure in graphs is one of the main topics in the field of efli- 
cient graph algorithms. The well-known partial k-tree (resp. treewidth) approach belongs to this 
kind of research and bases on a tree structure of constant-size bounded maximal cliques. With- 
out size bound on the cliques this tree structure of maximal cliques characterizes chordal graphs 
which are known to be important also in connection with relational database schemes whcrc 
hypergraphs with tree structure (acyclic hypergraphs) and their elimination orderings (pcrfcct 
elimination orderings for chordal graphs, Graham-reduction for acyclic hypergraphs) are studied. 
WC consider here graphs with a tree structure which is dual (in the sense of hypergraphs) to 
that one of chordal graphs (therefore we call these graphs rh~rl!,. ~horrk~l). The corresponding 
vertex elimination orderings of these graphs are the /nrr.\-in777777 77ci(lhhourl7ood wt/~v?n~~.~. These 
orderings were studied recently in several papers and some of the algorithmic consequences 01‘ 
such orderings arc given. 
The aim of this paper is a .s~~s~mutic tm7t777~77t of t/7c ~rlgorid7777ic~ u.w of 177~1~777711177 77c~i~qlr/w7~- 
hood o7&vVr7qs. These orderings arc useful especially for dominating-like problems (including 
Steiner tree) and distance problems. Many problems efiiciently solvable for strongly chordal and 
doubly chordal graphs remain efficiently solvable for dually chordal graphs too. 
Our results on dually chordal graphs not only generalize. but also improve and extend the 
corresponding results on strongly chordal and doubly chordal graphs, since a maximum ncigh- 
bourhood ordering (if it exists) can be constructed in linear time and we conscqucntly use the 
underlying structure properties of dually chordal graphs closely connected to hypcrgraphs. FLII-- 
thermore. a collection of problems remaining IUP-complete on dually chordal graphs is gi\ en. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well-known that the classical graph problems such as minimum clique covering, 
minimum coloring, maximum clique and maximum independent set are solvable in 
polynomial time on perfect graphs, i.e. graphs on which equality between the clique 
covering number and independence number holds for any induced subgraph. This is 
mainly due to the result of Lovisz [29] that perfect graphs are exactly the line graphs 
of normal hypergraphs. For normal hypergraphs transversal and matching problems are 
solved in polynomial time by applying the linear programming algorithms and duality 
results; see [21]. Although the application of linear programming to perfect graphs leads 
to polynomial algorithms, in many cases the problems can be solved more efficiently 
(or even in an optimal way) on special classes of perfect graphs. Chordal graphs 
represent the most illustrative example to this respect. It is well-known that chordal 
graphs are characterized as graphs which have a perfect elimination ordering, which 
may be computed in linear time by using the maximum cardinality search of Tarjan and 
Yannakakis [39]. Using such an ordering Rose et al. [35] presented linear algorithms 
for all the four above-mentioned problems. Certainly, this is a particular instance of 
the fact that chordal graphs are the underlying graphs of r-acyclic hypergraphs, where 
packing and covering problems are solved in linear time. 
Another important class of graph problems is formed by domination-like problems; 
for references see e.g. [23]. Unfortunately, the perfectness of a given graph is useless in 
solving such problems. Even for split graphs - a subclass of chordal graphs - the dom- 
ination problem remains FYP-complete. For a long time polynomial algorithms were 
known only for trees. The first substantial progress was obtained by Farber [ 17, 181, 
Chang and Nemhauser [l I] and Lubiw [30]. They defined and investigated strongly 
chordal graphs, a subclass of chordal graphs for which domination problems have effi- 
cient solutions [IS, 11, 401. Again, the polynomiality is implicitely based on a special 
property of hypergraphs: strongly chordal graphs may be characterized as underlying 
(line) graphs of totally balanced hypergraphs; they are the graphs whose neighbour- 
hood hypergraphs (or equivalently, clique hypergraphs) are totally balanced. Note that 
the domination problem is nothing else than the transversal problem in the correspond- 
ing neighbourhood hypergraph. In addition, total balancedness allows to characterize 
strongly chordal graphs by a special neighbourhood ordering, called the strong elimi- 
nation ordering [I 71. Note that a strong elimination ordering is a perfect elimination 
ordering. Unfortunately, to date, there are no linear algorithms to give a strong elimi- 
nation ordering of a strongly chordal graph G = (V,E): the fastest such algorithm takes 
O(lEl log I VI> [331 or 0( / V 12) [36] time. When a strong elimination ordering is given 
then the domination-like problems are solved in linear time [9, 18, 40, 10, 271. 
The most general class of hypergraphs, comprising totally balanced hypergraphs, for 
which the transversal and matching problems are solvable in linear time is the class 
of hypertrees (or subtree hypergraphs): A hypergraph H is a hypertree if there is a 
tree T such that the hyperedges of H induce subtrees in T. Graphs whose neigh- 
bourhoods form a hypertree were introduced and characterized in [ 161 (see also [5]). 
These graphs are exactly the underlying graphs of hypertrees. Due to the duality be- 
tween hypertrees and x-acyclic hypergraphs, these graphs are in this sense dual to 
chordal graphs. That is why we call them dual/J, chorci~~l qwp11.s (initially these graphs 
appeared under the name HT-~JIz~~s [16:1). As \vell as chordal graphs or strongly 
chordal graphs, dually chordal graphs have a characteristic ordering of vertices. called 
the ma.rinum~ nrighhouvhood ordering. Graphs with maximum neighbourhood ordering 
were independently introduced and characterized in several papers [2, 16. 371. Ret: 1321 
also introduced maximum neighbourhoods but only in connection with chordal graph:, 
(chordal graphs with maximum neighbourhood ordering are called there tlorrh/~, c~/7otd~7/ 
~~lrqd7.s). Using the clique hypergraph properties Moscarini [32] presented a polynomial 
algorithm for the connected domination problem on doubly chordal graphs. Note that 
the doubly chordal graphs may be defined as graphs which are simultaneously chordal 
and dually chordal, i.e. they are the underlying graphs of biacyclic (i,e. acyclic and 
the dual hypergraph also acyclic) hypergraphs. 
Unlike chordal graphs. dually chordal graphs are in general not perfect and not closed 
under induced subgraphs. Moreover, any given graph may be realized as an induced 
subgraph of a dually chordal graph by adding a new vertex adjacent to all other vertices. 
The hereditary dually chordal graphs, i.e. graphs uhose induced subgraphs arc dually 
chordal, are exactly the strongly chordal graphs [5]. 
Maximum neighbourhood orderings are algorithmically useful. especially for 
domination-like problems and distance problems on dually chordal graphs. Many prob- 
lems efficiently solvable for strongly chordal and doubly chordal graphs rcmaln 
polynomial-time solvable for dually chordal graphs [2, 13. 15, 161. 
Olur results on dually chordal graphs not only generalize, but also improve the cor- 
responding results on strongly chordal and doubly chordal graphs. since a maximum 
neighbourhood ordering (if it exists) can be constructed in linear time. 
In [S] we presented a systematic treatment of dually chordal graphs and of thcil 
relationships with hypertrees and chordal graphs. The present paper continues [5]: Here 
we develop efficient algorithms on dually chordal graphs using the structure theory 
of [!j]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some important notions and 
properties. Section 3 studies duality results for the r-domination and I.-packing prob- 
lem. Section 4 presents linear time algorithms for finding a maximum neighbourhood 
ordering of a dually chordal graph and a doubly perfect elimination ordering of ;I dou- 
bly chordal graph. Section 5 deals with the I--domination problem on dually chordal 
graphs. Section 6 deals with the p-center and q-dispersion problems. Section 7 gives 
a linear-time algorithm for finding a minimum ).-dominating clique and a maximum 
strict r-packing set of a dually chordal graph. Section 8 gives an algorithm for solving 
the connected r-domination and Steiner tree problem in linear time on doubly chordal 
graphs and in quadratic time on dually chordal graphs. Section 9 collects somc BP- 
complete problems on dually chordal graphs - among them the independent domination 
problem, the dominating cycle problem and the problem of determining the trecwidth 
of a dually chordal graph. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we recall the definitions and some results on dually chordal graphs, 
which we use in the sequel. 
Throughout this paper, let G = ( V,E) be a finite simple (i.e. without loops and 
multiple edges) undirected graph which is always assumed to be connected. Denote by 
N(v) the open neiyhbourhood N(v) = {u : uv E E} and by N[u] = N(v) U {v} the closed 
neiyhbourhood. For Y C V let G(Y) be the subgraph induced by Y. For a graph G with 
the ordered vertex set V = (cl,. , vn) let G, = G({ L’,, r;+t,. . , c,~}) and N;[u] (N,(V)) be 
the closed (open) neicghbourhood of z’ in G,, i E { 1,. . , n}. Let G - r = G( V\(u)). 
A vertex v is simplicial if N[c] is a clique. The ordering (L:, , . , c,,) of V is a perfect 
elimination ordering if for all i E { 1,. , n} the vertex r, is simplicial in G;. The graph 
G is chordal if G has a perfect elimination ordering. 
The ordering (~‘1,. . , L.,,) is a strong elimination ordering if for all i E { 1,. . ,n} 
N,[u;] c N,[vx] when u,,ck E N,[r,] and j<k. The graph G is strongly chordal if G has 
a strong elimination ordering [ 171. 
A vertex u E N[c] is a maximum neighhour of 21 if for all w E N[z;] the inclusion 
N[w] C N[u] holds (note that u = I’ is not excluded). A simplicial vertex which has a 
maximum neighbour is called doublll simplicial. The ordering (~1,. , c,,) is a maxi- 
mum neighbourhood ordering if for all i E { 1,. , u} there is a maximum neighbour 
U; E N,[t;;]; i.e., 
for all w E iV;[v,], N;[w] C N,[Q]. 
Furthermore, if each vertex ui is doubly simplicial in Gi then such an ordering is called 
doubl?, per$xt. The graph G is duall~~ chordul [5] (doubly chordal [32]) if G has a 
maximum neighbourhood ordering (resp., a doubly perfect ordering). 
There is a close connection between chordal and dually chordal graphs which can 
be expressed in terms of hypergraphs (for hypergraph notions we follow [3]). 
Let .I’(G) = {N[o] : o E V} be the (closed) neighbourhood hl’pergraph of G and let 
V(G)={C:C. IS a maximal clique of G} be the clique hypergraph of G. The distunce 
dc(u,t’) in G (d(u,u) for short if G is understood) between vertices U, c’ E P’ is the 
length (i.e. number of edges) of a shortest path connecting u and c. For c E D and 
D 2 V let d(v, D) = min{d(v, U) : u E D}. The disk centered at vertex u with radius k 
is the set of all vertices having distance at most k to U: 
N”[+{uE V :d(v,u)<k}. 
By 3(G) = {N”[v] : c E V, k a non-negative integer} we denote the disk hypergruph 
of G. Let also N/[v]=Nk[r]n{z;; ,..., c,} for iE{l,..., n}. 
Now let (5” be a hypergraph with underlying vertex set V, i.e. 8 is a set of subsets 
of V. The dual hyperyraph 8” has 6 as its vertex set and for each v E V a hyperedge 
{eE&:zjEe}. Th e underlyiny graph (or 2-section graph) r(8) of the hypergraph 
A has vertex set V and two distinct vertices are adjacent if they are contained in a 
common edge of A. The line graph L( rs’ ) =: (6.E) of 6 is the intersection graph of L. 
i.e. rc’ E E iff e n C’ # 8. A partiurl h~yw~~~~~~ph of hypergraph 4 has I’ as the underlying 
vertex set and some edges of G. 
A hypcrgraph 6 is a h~prtwe (called ~hor~ul h~pcw~rqi~ in [3] ) i 1‘ thcrc i?; a 
tree T with vertex set V of B such that every edge e E 6 induces a subtrec in 7‘. 
Equivalently, A is a hypertree iff the line graph 1,(X ) is chordal and A has the I!~ill. 
/wo~pc~l’t~~, i.e. any pairwise intersecting subfamily 01’ edges of i; has a common \ crtcl: 
see [3]. A hypcrgraph R is a &ll h~p~~r-twc (x-uq~dic IIJ~s~(~~~JI.u~~) if there is a tree 7 
with vertex set C? such that for all vertices 1.t C’ r, = {et 6’ : I‘ t c} induces a subtrcc 
of T, i.e. X* is a hypertree. 
Theorem 2.1 (Dragan et al. [ 161 and Brandstadt et al. IS]). Lr21 G = ( I . . E) /xl t/ 
qwph. Then the ,fidhting condtions UYJ eyuiccrlcnt: 
(i) G is LI ciual!,~ chorci~l yruph; 
(ii) I ‘(G) i,s CI IzlptWree; 
(iii) V(G) is N hyprrtree; 
(iv) X(G) is u h~prrtree; 
(v) G- is the ud~~r~~~ing yraph of’ u Il~~pe~?ree. 
It is well-known [7] that G is chordal iff X(G) is a dual hypertree, i.e. G is the un- 
derlying graph of some dual hypertree. Therefore. the equivalence of parts (i) and (ii,) 
of Theorem 2.1 justifies the name “dually chordal graphs” for graphs with maximum 
neighbourhood ordering. 
A similar result for strongly chordal graphs and totally balanced hypcrgraphs was 
established in [ 17, 301. 
Now we consider the recognition of the graph classes characterized in Theorems 2. I 
and 2.2. Since for both graph classes the neighbourhood hypergraph is a hypertree. i.e. 
the dual hypergraph of an a-acyclic hypergraph the recognition of each class of graphs 
can be done in time proportional to the size of the corresponding hypergraph. This is 
a consequence of the linear-time algorithm for testing r-acyclicity of hypergraphs [39]. 
It is easy to see that the hypergraph I ‘(G) used in Theorem 2.1 has size proportional 
to the number of edges of the corresponding graph. In order to recognize doubly 
chordal graphs first, we apply the maximum cardinality search algorithm of Tarjan and 
Yannakakis [39] for testing chordality of the graph and then the r-acyclicity testing 
algorithm of the same paper for the neighbourhood hypergraph. 
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Corollary 2.3. It can be tested in linear time whether u graph G = (V, E) is 
1. dually chordal, 
2. doubly chordal. 
Since G is always assumed to be connected linear time means O(IEI). 
3. r-domination and v-packing: Duality results 
In this section we formulate general domination and packing problems and establish 
some duality results between them. 
Let G=(V,E) be a graph and r:V + N U (0) be a non-negative integer-valued 
function defined on V. A subset D C V is an r-dominating set if for any vertex c’ E V 
there is a vertex u ED with d(u, v) <r(v). An r-packing set is a subset P c V such 
that d(u, v) >r(u) + r(v) for all U, a E P. The r-domination problem is to find an Y- 
dominating set with minimum size y,(G) and the r-pucking problem is to find an 
r-packing set with maximum size n,.(G). Then y,(G) and rc,.(G) are called the r- 
domination and r-packing numbers of G. 
For a graph G and a function r : V + N U (0) define the partial hypergraph B(G, r) 
of the disk hypergraph 2(G) as follows: 
2(G, r) = {N”“‘[v] : v E V}. 
The r-domination and r-packing problems on G may be formulated as the transversal 
and matching problems on the hypergraph 9(G, r). Recall that a transversal of a 
hypergraph 8 is a subset of vertices which meets all edges of 8. A mutchiny of 8 is 
a subset of pairwise disjoint edges of 8. For a hypergraph 8, the transversal problem 
is to find a transversal with minimum size r(8) and the matching problem is to find 
a matching with maximum size v(8). From the definitions we obtain 
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be u graph. 
l D is an r-dominating set of G ifs D is a transversal of 9(G, r). 
l P is an r-puking of G ifJ‘P is a matching qf 9(G, r). 
Thus, z(@ G, r)) = r,.(G) and v(9( G, r)) = 7c,( G) holdfor any graph G and any func- 
tion r: V+NU{O}. 
Recently many variants of the r-domination problem have been extensively studied. 
The most well-known case is when r(v) = 1, i.e. the l-domination (or simply domina- 
tion) problem. Another particular case is when r(v) = k, where k is a positive integer. 
Then we obtain the k-domination problem, or the problem of covering all vertices by 
a minimum number of disks of radius k. In terms of hypergraphs, the l-domination (k- 
domination) problem is nothing else than the transversal problem in the neighbourhood 
hypergraph .N( G) (k-neighbourhood hypergraph). 
The parameters ;I,.( G) and n,.(G) are related by a min-max duality inequality: ;I, ( G ) 3 
X,.(G) for any graph G and any function I* : V - N U (0). As was shown in [ 111 GI 
I’( z:) := k. the equality ;‘k( G) = Q(G) holds on strongly chordal graphs. 
Each partial hypergraph of a hypertree is a hypertree again. Thus, by Theorem 2. I, 
Lemma 3.1 and the well-known equality r((‘:) = r( 8) for hypertrees [3] we arc able to 
derive a more general duality result on dually chordal graphs. 
4. Computing maximum neighhourhood orderings 
Now we describe a linear-time algorithm for determining maximum neighbourhood 
orderings of dually chordal graphs. Subsequently special properties of a maximum 
neighbourhood ordering determined by this algorithm turn out to be of importance. 
Ref. 1131 contains such an algorithm. The algorithm is based on the ux/.\.i/nwv u~rtli- 
ru~lit~. ~srcrrch (MCS) algwithm of [39] for finding a perfect elimination ordering ot 
chordal graphs. According to MCS the vertices of a graph are numbered from 11 to I 
in decreasing order. As the next vertex to number, select a vertex adjacent with the 
largest number of previously numbered vertices, breaking ties arbitrarily [39]. We will 
prove that the following modification of MCS also gives a perfect elimination ordering 
of a chordal graph. We call this procedure the nciyhhow /77u.~imw77 wrdi77~71it~~ scwvc~lt 
( ,Y!WCS). 
Proof. Let (PI.. _. ,c,,c,+l,. . ,rll) be an ordering of G generated by NMCS. Assume 
by induction that the graph G,+, is an induced-path closed subgraph of G. (Recall, that 
the subgraph H of G is called iruhmdptrth closed if for any two vertices of H any 
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induced path connecting them is contained in H.) If Gj is not an induced-path closed 
subgraph of G then there exists an induced path P outside of Gi whose end-vertices 
lie in G;. Necessarily, P connects r1 with some vertex tij, j >i, otherwise we obtain a 
contradiction with the induction assumption. Let x be a neighbour of uj which belongs 
to P. Since z’, is selected by NMCS there exists a vertex zjk, k>i, adjacent to L’; such 
that t’k and ui have the property: 
(c) among all neighbours of ok outside G;+t the vertex ZIP contains the maximum 
number of neighbours in Gj+t . 
Pick an arbitrary neighbour z’ of U, in Gi+l. Since G,+l is an induced-path closed 
subgraph of G by adding the edge (c, u,) to the path P we obtain a non-induced path. 
Since no chordal graph has induced cycles of length greater than three the vertex 
z’ is adjacent to all vertices of P. In particular, the vertices u and x are adjacent, i.e. 
Ni+l(v,) C N;+t (x). Since x is adjacent to both uk and yi while the vertices Vi and vi are 
non-adjacent we obtain a contradiction with the choice of Vi. Thus all G,, G,_t , . . . , G, 
are induced-path closed subgraphs of G. Evidently v, is simplicial in G, as a neighbour 
vertex of G;+l 0 
Now we are able to present an algorithm which for dually chordal graphs gives a 
maximum neighbourhood ordering. 
Algorithm 4.3 (MNO). Find a muximum neighhourhood ordering of G. 
Input: A dually chordal graph G = ( V, E). 
Output: A maximum neighbourhood ordering qf G. 
(0) initially all v E V are unnumbered and unmarked; 
(1) choose un arbitrary vertex I) E V, number v ivith n i.e. v, = v and let mn(v,) := v; 
repeat 
(2) among all unmarked vertices select a numbered vertex u such that N[u] contains 
a maximum number of numbered vertices; 
(3) number ull unnumbered vertices from N[u] consecutively \tlith maximal possible 
numbers betttleen 1 und n ~ 1 tblhich ure still free; 
for all oj’ them let mn(x j := u; 
(4) murk u; 
until all vertices are numbered 
The meaning of mn(x) is that of a maximum neighbour of X. Note that the algorithm 
also yields a maximum neighbour for each vertex, and all vertices of N[v,,] occur 
consecutively in the ordering on the left of vn and have v, as their maximum neighbour. 
Furthermore for all v; with i <n - 1 mn(v, ) # vi holds. 
Subsequently, all maximum neighbourhood orderings are assumed to be generated 
by the MN0 algorithm. 
Before proving the correctness of this algorithm we present one modification which 
allows us to determine a doubly perfect elimination ordering of a doubly chordal graph. 
In order to obtain such an ordering we replace step (3) of the MN0 algorithm by the 
slightly modified steps (3a) and (3b) of the procedure NMCS: 
repeat 
(3a) select in N[u] an unnumbered vertex r which contains in Y[r] a maximum numhet 
of numbered vertices; 
(3b) number the vertex 1’ with the maximal possible number between I and II I which 
is still free: 
pLlt /m7(r-) := II. 
until all vertices of !V[u] are numbered 
Recall that the .SL/LKWP G’ of a graph G q = ( 1’. E) has the same vertex set I. and tl4.o 
distinct vertices II, c E V are adjacent in G’ iff u’(~. I’) <2 in G. Denote by G’(X ) the 
subgraph of G’ induced by the subset X Ci li. It is easy to see that for any graph G 
the graphs G’ and L(. i ‘(G)) are isomorphic. Therefore, if G is dually chordal then hk 
Theorem 2.1 the graph G’ is chordal. 
Proof. Let (cl.. , L.,,) be an ordering obtained by MNO. Since all vertices of “Q/i.,: / 
occur consecutively at the end of the ordering and form a clique in G’ the same 
ordering of N[P,,] can be generated bq MCS of G’. Thus. the assertion is fulfilled for 
this part of the ordering. Now assume that the end vertices I’,_, , . I’,( of the ordering 
can be generated by MCS of G’ as well and each l‘k. k 3 i + 1, has a maximum 
neighbour in the subgraph Gi. So, we have N[t.,,] C {l’,&,.. _. . L.,,}. Let 14 be the near 
vertex chosen by MCS of G’. Suppose that II cannot be replaced by I’, in MCS of 6’. 
This means that in G’, the vertex tf is adjacent to more numbered vertices than Y, (WC 
call .rzur&rrc~l only the vertices P,, 1,. . . r,!). Necessarily, L’, 4 %f[~‘ii]. 
Since G’ is chordal II is a simplicial vertex of G’( { II, I‘, . I.. _. . r,,} ). Therefore in (r’ 
L/(.Y. ,l’) ~2 for any two numbered vertices .Y. J’ u ith tl( u,.r ) ~2 and d( II. ,\*) < 2. Note 
that II is not adjacent to L’,) and, hence. there is at least one \;crtex whose distance from 
II is greater than I. By the Helly property (see Theorem 2. I (ii)) all closed neighboul-- 
hoods of numbered vertices of the disk N’[u] hale a common vertex $1’ adjacent to II. 
We claim that 11’ is numbered. In fact. since II is chosen by MCS 
holds. Since .~,+I [w] = N,‘,, [u] also /Vi, I [iv] = N,‘. , [w] holds. This implies that II’ is 
adjacent to all numbered vertices. i.e. $1’ and c,, are adjacent or coincide. From ,V[I,,~] ‘.
{ I‘,__, . _. L.,,} we get that w is already numbered. 
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Now return to vertex z’, chosen by MNO. By this algorithm we have that ui is 
adjacent to a numbered vertex v such that N[v] contains the maximum number of 
numbered vertices. In particular, 
lN+1[~1l3IN+1[~1/ =lv~,w 
Since N,+i[v] 2 N;‘,, [v,] we get a contradiction with the assumption that iN$,[u]l > 
1% [v,ll. 
Thus, we obtain that the vertex v, can be chosen by MCS too, i.e. we can assume 
w.1.o.g. that vi = u and 
N,+I[vI=N~+I[WI=N~+,[V;I 
Therefore the vertex ui has a maximum neighbour v. C 
Theorem 4.5 (Dragan [ 131). (1) The algorithm MN0 ,finds a maximum neighbour- 
hood ordering of a dually chordal graph G in linear time. 
(2) The algorithm DMNO ,finds a doubly perfkct elimination ordering of a doubly 
chordal graph G in linear fime. 
Proof. The time bounds of each of these algorithms are linear if a suitable imple- 
mentation is chosen; for details see [39]. The correctness follows from Lemmas 4.4 
and 4.2. n 
With a given maximum neighbourhood ordering (VI,. . , v,) of a dually chordal graph 
G we can associate a rooted tree T (which we call MNO-tree): z,, is the root of T and 
two vertices vi and v,i, i < j, are adjacent in T if vi = mn(ui). Recall that for maximum 
neighbourhood orderings produced by the MN0 algorithm, vi # mn(vi) if i # n. Notice 
also that T is a spanning tree of G. All edges of G which do not belong to T will be 
called intermediate edges. 
Maximum neighbourhood orderings of graphs immediately lead to an optimal al- 
gorithm for computing the distance matrix for all graphs having such orderings. Let 
(~1,. . . , n,) be a maximum neighbourhood ordering of a graph G produced by the MN0 
algorithm. The maximum neighbour mn(v,) of the vertex ui in G, has an important met- 
ric property: 
for any vertex D/, j >i, which is non-adjacent to vi there exists a shortest path of 
length dG(u;,ui) in G; between ~1, and L’, which passes through mn(u,). 
To see this assume by way of contradiction that all shortest paths between z’, and c’, 
in G contain vertices not in G,. Among these paths, choose a path P whose leftmost 
vertex II w.r.t. the maximum neighbourhood ordering (cl,. , c,,) has rightmost position. 
Let z;,n’ be the neighbours of u in P. Since P is a shortest path the distance of c, ~-t’ 
is 2. Now the maximum neighbour mn(u) which according to the MN0 algorithm is 
distinct from u is also adjacent to r and +V and on the right of U. Thus, replacing u by 
mn(u) in P, we obtain a shortest path P’ between z), and z:, whose leftmost vertex is 
on the right of II - a contradiction. 
In particular, we obtain that any graph Gi is a distance-preserving (isometric) 
subgraph of G, i.e. the distances in G, are the same as in G. 
Let G = (V. E) be a dually chordal graph and let D(G) = (d(r:,, I:,)),.,,~{ ,, .,!I denote 
the distance matrix of G. By Di+l(G) we denote the submatrix of D( G) which contains 
the distances between the vertices I:,_,, . z‘,,. The next submatrix D,(G) is obtained 
from D,, l(G) by adding the ith row and ith column according to the following rule: 
for any k >i define 
t!l( I’, . l’h ) = d( l’k , c; ) = 
1 if I’, and ~1, are adjacent. 
ul(mn( 1’, ). I’x ) t- 1 otherwise. 
Evidently, this procedure correctly finds the whole matrix D(G) in optimal time 
O(n’). Moreover, the maximum neighbourhood ordering of G for any two query vcr- 
tices u and 1’ allows to find in time O(c d(u, c)) a shortest path between II and (3 ((’ 
is the necessary time to verify the adjacency of two vertices). Let ~IDYZ( I.) = i if I‘ = I‘, 
in thlz maximum neighbourhood ordering of G. 
Procedure 4.6 (sh-path(tl, u)) 
if u md r WY adjacent then return (u. 11) 
else 
if num(u) < nzm(c) then 
return (u.sh-path(mn(u), I’)) 
else 
return (s+7rh(u, mn( u)), r)) 
A musimm neiglzhow puth between any two \:ertices ~4. L‘ of a dually chordal graph 
G is the shortest path between 11 and I’ resulting from the procedure sh-path( II, I.). 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the distance between u and I‘. If LC c E 
then the assertion is obviously fulfilled. Let uz‘$ E and ul(u, 1’) =k + 1 and w.1.o.g. 
uurn( L/) <mm(c). There is a shortest path joining u and I’ containing mn(u). Now 
u’(mn(u). c) = k and the induction assumption can be applied which gives a unimodal 
path between mn(u) and C. By adding the edge (II, mn( u)) to this path we obtain the 
assertion. L- 
Notice that the MNO-tree T contains all maximum neighbour paths between any 
vertex and all its predecessors in the rooted tree T. 
Summarizing these results we obtain 
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Theorem 4.8. Let G be a dually chordal graph. The whole distance matrix D(G) oj 
G can be computed in optimal time O(n*). It is possible to preprocess G in linear 
time such that for any two vertices u and v at G, the shortest path betM,een u and v 
can be found in time O(c. d(u, v)), where c is the complexity qf testing the adjacency 
of vertices. 
By preprocessing in this case we understand the application of the MN0 
algorithm. 
5. v-domination problems 
The domination (l-domination) problem is NP-complete in general. For special 
graph classes the situation is sometimes better. For a bibliography on domination we 
refer to [23]. Unlike for the l-domination problem, for the more general r-domination 
problem there are only few cases where a polynomial-time algorithm is known, among 
them sun-free chordal graphs [9], 3-sun-3-anti-sun-free chordal graphs [ 121, sun-free 
bridged graphs and 3-sun-3-anti-sun-free bridged graphs [14] and dually chordal 
graphs [ 161. 
In [ 161 we presented O(n*) time algorithms for r-domination and r-packing problems 
on dually chordal graphs, using the fact that the disk hypergraphs of dually chordal 
graphs are hypertrees. Below we present a linear 0( IEI) algorithm for the r-domination 
and r-packing problems on dually chordal graphs, which avoids the construction of the 
disk hypergraph. The algorithm uses the maximum neighbourhood ordering and is 
similar to the algorithm of Chang for r-domination on strongly chordal graphs [9]. 
The algorithm simultaneously finds an r-dominating set D and an v-packing set P such 
that IDI = IPI. This provides an algorithmic proof of duality results between these two 
problems on dually chordal graphs. 
Let G = (V, E) be a dually chordal graph, Y : V + N U (0) be a non-negative integer- 
valued function and (al , . . . , E,?) be the ordering of V generated by the MN0 algorithm. 
The algorithm processes the vertices in the order from VI to v,. In step i the algorithm 
decides whether the vertex G, has to be put into the r-dominating set D (where a step 
of the algorithm is understood as one iteration of lines (4)-(10)). If vi is included in 
D then a certain personal v-neighbour u, of Ci i.e. a vertex u, which is r-dominated 
only by v, is included in the r-packing set P. Initially both sets D and P are empty. 
After processing, vertex Q is deleted from the graph and an information whether or 
not vi was included in D is given to its maximum neighbour mn(vj) and/or to its other 
neighbours. 
For technical reasons, as in [9] we associate to each vertex c, not only the dom- 
ination radius r(z’,) but also a non-negative integer c(c;). Initially, the values r(q), 
iE {I,...,n} are given by the function r: I’ + N U (0) of the input and c(Ui) = x for 
all i. Both r(v;) and c(a;) keep nonincreasing while the algorithm is executed. At each 
step T(Q) becomes the current radius within which the vertex v, must be r-dominated 
in the remaining graph. The meaning of c(L.,) is that in the initial graph G there exists a 
vertex u from the current set D such that d( I’,. U) < c( I’, ). The radius I.( P, ) > 0 decreases 
in the case where I‘, is the maximum neighbour nzn( I’, ) of a vertex I‘,, ,j <: i, that is not 
properly r-dominated by a vertex of D within distance Y( l’, ) in step j. In this case. I’( I’, ) 
is set to be /-(l‘, ) ~ 1. Similarly, in a previous step. J.( I’, ) is set to be I*( L’L ) - I. /t < /_ 
Continuing this argument, we find that there is a smallest vertex I’,- that forces . 
k, j.i to decrease their I.(.) values, although Y(I~,~ ) never changes. We use l/7( I‘,) 
( jirrfhcsf weiyhhour of r:,) to denote this initial vertex I‘, I from which r( I’, ) decreases. 
In particular. if F(P,) = 0 the furthest neighbour of C, is I’, itself. 
In s’tep i the algorithm processes vertex l’, according to the following rules. When 
i-( I‘, ) == 0 then L‘, must be in D because no other vertex I--dominates 11,. Moreover. 
we put ,f$ r,) in P and set c(q) = 0. Otherwise, if r( L’, ) > 0 then we distinguish two 
cases. If C( 11, ) > I*( r, ) and for any 11 E N,( t‘, ) c(r) + 1 > r( I‘, ) and I’( I’) > 0 then we update 
r(mn(r,)) by 
1.(11217(1.j))=min{l-(mn(c~)).~(~~) ~ l}. 
Finally, if c(r,)<r(~~) or C(C) + 1 <r(z.,) for some l.~h’,[r,] or I.(c)==O for some 
I’ E N,( P, ) then we do nothing. At each step we have to update C(P) for all I’ r !%‘!( I‘,): 
c~,r~)=min{~(r).c(r,) + I} 
Algorithm 5.1 ( RDP). Find ~1 tttinitnuttt r-ciotninutin~q .wt rrntl II tttu.~itnutt7 r.-ptckitl~g 
.set oj’ LI dual& chordul graph G. 
Input: A u’ldl~~ chotdul gruph G = ( I/. E) ivith u tna.uimwn neiyhhourhood otdw- 
it761 (1.1,. . , c,) and rrith II nowncgaticc itzfeget~s I.( 1’1 ). . . . r( II,, ) 
Output: A nzi~~itnutt~ r-doominafing set D rrnd a mrrirnwn tyucking scf P qf. G 
(I) D:=@;P:=G?: 
(2) for all r~ 1’ do begin c(v):=~;,/ll(~.):=~’ end 
(3) for i:=l ton- 1 do 
begin 
(4) if I.( v, ) = 0 then 
begin 
(5) D:=Du{~,};P:=PuCf,z(~;,)}; 
(6) L.(r, ) := 0: 
end 
else 
(7) if c’(L’,)>~(I:,) and (for all rc:N,(c;) C(P)+ 1 >Y(I:,)) and v(1’)>0 
then 
(8) if F( nzn( c, )) 3 v( P, ) then 
begin 
(9) Y(tm(L.,)):=t~(c;) - 1; 
(10) ,fiz(RZn(Vi)) :=,fiz(V;) 
end 
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(11) for all v~Ni(vi) do ~(~):=min{c(c),c(vi)+ 1) 
end 
(12)if v(v,)~c(v,~) then begin D:=DU{v,,}; P:=PU{,fiz(v,)} end 
Theorem 5.2. Algorithm RDP is correct and works in linear time. 
Proof. The time bound of the algorithm is obviously linear. Now to the correctness. 
In order to prove that D is a minimum r-dominating set of G we use the following 
reformulation of an v-domination problem in terms of T(vi) and c(ci): 
Find a minimum size set DC V such that for any vertex v E V either 
(a) d(u, v) < r( v) for some u E D (directly dominated) or 
(b) d(v, w) + c(w) <r(v) for some w E V (indirectly dominated). 
Recall that initially c(v) = 30 for all v E V and so this is the usual r-domination 
problem. Now we need some auxiliary results; see also [9] for the case of strongly 
chordal graphs. Throughout the correctness proof of the RDP algorithm we use that 
any graph G, is a distance-preserving subgraph of G. By processing c, the algorithm 
yields the updates Y’ of r and c’ of c for G,+t. 
Lemma 5.3. IJ’ Y(Q) = 0 then D is a minimum r-dominating set qf‘ G, if and only iff 
D = D’U {vi} where D’ is u minimum r’dominating set qf G,+, with c’(v) := 1 ji)y. 
Van, und c’(v):=c(v) otherwise, and r’(c):=r(v) for all v. 
Proof. If Y(v,) = 0 then z’~ is not r-dominated by any other vertex of Gi. So v, 
belongs to any r-dominating set of G, i.e. vi ED. Let D’= D\(Q). If D’ is not 
r’-dominating in Gj+l then there is a vertex Q, k>i + 1 such that d(vl;,D’)>r(vk) 
and d(vk, v) + c(c) > r(vk ) for any vertex u. Thus, either z’k is r-dominated by 
vi or in Gi d(vk,X) + c(x) <T(Q) holds for some vertex x. In the first case, let w E 
N2(ui) be a vertex on a shortest path between vi and lik. Then d(vk,w) + c’(w)= 
d(vk,w) + d(w, v,) = d(Vk, vi) <r(vk) ~ a contradiction. Now to the second case. Either 
x E Ni(ci) or x= ci. If x EN,(Q) then c’(x)= 1 and we obtain a similar inequality 
d(vk,x) + c’(x)<r(vk) (note that c(x)#O) in the graph G,+t too. Otherwise, 
if d(vk,z+) + c(vl)<r(vk) then moreover d(Vk,W) + c’(w)<r(vk) for any vertex 
w E Ni(V;) on a shortest path between v; and uX_. Thus, D’ is an r’-dominating set of 
the graph Gi+l. 
Conversely, for all vk, k 3 i + 1, r’( vk ) = r( vk ). Therefore, directly dominated vertices 
in Gi+t remain directly dominated in Gi. Let uk be indirectly dominated by c in G,,, 
If v $! N,(Q) then c’(v) = C(V), and thus rk remains indirectly dominated in G; as well. 
If uEN,(Q) then d(vk,V)+c’(v)<Y(Vk) and d(vk,Vi)<r(vk), i.e. uk is r-dominated in 
Gi by vi. Therefore, if D’ is r’-dominating in G,+l then D’ U {vi} is an r-dominating 
setofG,. 0 
Lemma 5.4. Assume that c(cj)>r(vi), and J;?r cl11 v E NI[vI], c(v) + 1 >r(v,) and 
r(v) >O. A subset D C ({v,+l,. , cn}\Ni(vi)) U {mn(Di)} is u minimum r-dominating 
set of’ G, if’ and only if’ D is u minimum r-l-dominutiny .srt of’ G,+ 1 ivith c’( 2‘) := c( 1%) 
fbr c@N,(l’,) and c’(V):=min{c(Z:),c(I~i) + l} .fbr I’EN;(c,) Nd I”‘( l>) : = /.( r ) jar (ill 
~~#mrz(~,) and r-‘(mn(ri)):=min{~(u,) - 1,~(mn(r,))}. 
Proof. From our conditions we immediately get that if D’ is a minimum 8-dominating 
set of G ,+I then replacing all vertices of D’ n N, ( L’, )) by nzrr( c,) we obtain an 6 
dominating set D with IDI < ID’~. 
Let D be a minimum r-dominating set of G, such that D C ({ L’,+I.. . r,, )‘\A’;( l‘, )) I-J 
{ PM( I’, )}. Evidently all vertices of G,,, which are I--dominated in G, by vertices of 11 
remain #-dominated by the same vertices in Gi+r too. Further, if d(~%k, r, )-tc( I’, ) < r( L‘h )
in G, then d( oh. 1’) + c’(r) <r’( rk) in G,__r where c g N, (c,) lies on a shortest path 
between r, and L‘L. So. D is an r-‘-dominating set in G,+I The converse is similar. 
Lemma 5.5. Sqpse tlzut r( ci) 3 I. Assume c( L’;) < I^( r, ) (II’ c.(r) + 1 < r( I’, ) ,fiw .w~w 
I: E N,( 21,) or r(r) = 0 fbr Some 11 EN, (c, ). A .suh.wt D C { r,+l. . L‘,, } is N minimu 
I.-tiominatin(l set of G, f and only (f’ D is LI minimum t.‘-dominutiny set of’ G, , 1 \~~itll 
r’(r) := Y( r) ,fh 011 t’# c’, and c’(r) :=: c(r) ,fbr u/l r E N,( (3,) crrrrl c’(l.) := min{ c.(r). 
(,( I’, ) + I } II~CII 1’ t N, (r, ). 
Proof. Evidently, each v-dominating set D i {vi+ ,. . I.,,} of G, is #-dominating in 
G, _ 1 too. Conversely, suppose that D is an r-‘-dominating set of G,,,. If a vertex 
r F C’ is #-dominated by some vertex of D in G, 1 then 1’ is directly /.-dominated 
by the same vertex in G, too. Therefore it is enough to consider only the case 
when d( r. LV) + c’(w) <T’(C) in G;+r for some vertex M’ E N,( c’, ). If min{ c( iv). (,( L‘, ) 
+ I} := c( ~2) then we are done. Otherwise, since d( c. I’, ) <d( c. M.) + 1 we obtain that 
d(r~.~.,)+c(~,,)~d(c,~r~)+l+c(z!i)=d(r,~~,)+~’(~~)~r(~). Hence, D is an r-dominating 
setofG,. - 
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 5.2. Observe that if r( L.,,) < c(c,, ) then I’,, is 
not dominated by any vertex of D and thus P,? must be included in D. 
Let D be the set determined by the algorithm before step i, and let D’ be an arbitrary 
minimum r-dominating set of the graph G; with modified functions ~(2:) and C(P). By 
Lemmas 5.3-5.5 we obtain that DUD’ is a minimum r--dominating set of the initial 
graph G with initial domination radii. Thus, in step II we obtain the required minimum 
r-dominating set D of G. 
Next we concentrate on the proof that the algorithm correctly finds a maximum 
I.-packing set P of G. Hereby we say that a path P is incvrusirzy if in the given 
maximum neighbourhood ordering the indices of the vertices of P are increasing i.c. 
if P =- (I’,, . I’,,, . . I’,, ) then il < i2 < . <in 
Lemma 5.6. IPI = IDI 
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Proof. From the algorithm it is obvious that IDI 3 IPI. If IPI < IDI then there are two 
vertices U, v E D and a vertex x E P such that Jiz(u) =x =fn(v). By the algorithm fn(~) 
and@(v) arrive vertices u and c along increasing maximum neighbour paths connecting 
x, u and x, v resp. Every next vertex of these paths is the maximum neighbour of the 
previous vertex. Let y be the vertex belonging to both paths which is furthest from 
x. Note that y # U, v since if, for example, y = u then in step num(u) line (5) but not 
line ( 10) of the algorithm is applied, and so fn(v) =x is impossible. Now denote by 
u’ and vf the next neighbours of y in these paths. Since both paths are increasing 
maximum neighbour paths we obtain that v’ = mn(y) and U’ =mrz(y). Hence, by the 
MN0 algorithm z.‘= U’ - a contradiction. 0 
Since in the proof of the next lemmata, we will consider all steps of the algorithm 
together for convenience we indicate by Yi(U) (ci(tl), resp.) the value of T(V) (c(v)) ob- 
tained immediately after step i. Hence for the initial values, Q(V) = r(v) and co(v) = cc 
for all v E V holds. 
Consider two vertices x E D and u E P such that u =fn(x) and let Q be the maximum 
neighbour path from u to the root of the MNO-tree T. Evidently this path is increasing. 
Necessarily, Q contains the vertex x. 
Lemma 5.7. IJ’v is a vertex of Q and i=num(v) then r,(mn(c))=r(u) - d(u,mn(v)) 
if i < num(x) and cj(mn( v)) d d(x, mn(v)) if i > num(x). 
Proof. Let j = num(w), where w is a vertex such that v = mn(w). Obviously, j < i - 1. 
We proceed by induction on d(c, u) if i <rum(x) and by induction on d(v, x) other- 
wise. Indeed, in the assumption that rj(U) = r(u)-d(u, v), using the lines (8) and (9) of 
the algorithm we conclude that r,(mn(v)) =r;_r(r) - 1 = r,(v) - 1 i.e. ui(mn(u)) = T(U) 
- d(u, v) - 1 = Y(U) - d(u, mn(v)). Otherwise, if i > num(x) then since c,,,(,)(x) = 0, by 
the induction assumption and line ( 11) we conclude that ci(mn(v)) <c,_l (v) 
+ l<ci(v)+ l<d(x,v)+l=d(x,mn(v)). 0 
Lemma 5.8. P is un v-packing set of G. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that d(u, v) <Y(U) + Y(V) for some vertices U, v E P. By 
the algorithm, there exist x, y ED such that zk =Jiz(x) and v =fiz(y). Let P’ and P” be 
maximum neighbour paths between U,X and v,y. Since x and y are predecessors of u 
and v in the MNO-tree T, both P’ and P” belong to the tree T and are increasing. Note 
that P’ and P” are two paths along which the values j;l(x) and fi(y) are transmitted 
from U, v to the vertices x and y, respectively. Namely, if P’ = (u =x0,x1,. . ,x, =x) 
and P” = (v = yo, ~1,. . . , y, = J) then by line ( 10) of the algorithm the following chains 
of equalities are fulfilled: 
$2(x,) = . = fn(xj ) =fiz(xo) = u, 
(*) 
fn( ym) = . . . =.fjE( y1 ) =fn( ~0) = v. 
We assert that P’ and P” are disjoint. Suppose the contrary and let z be a vertex 
belonging to both paths. Since .Jiz(z) participates in both equalities (*). we deduce that 
u = I’. a contradiction. 
By Lemma 4.7 the maximum neighbour path between vertices u and L’ consists of 
two subpaths P,, and P,, of T and an intermediate edge (~1’. c’ ). For the paths P’. 6, and 
P”, P, we conclude that they should be comparable with respect to inclusion. Because of 
d(u, L’) <Y(u)+Y.(v) and d(u,x) = Y(U) and d(~l, J,) = Y(V), at least one of the inequalities 
lP’I > lP,, 1 or 1 P”l > JP,.I holds. In particular, at least one of the incidences 11’ t P’ or 
I.’ t P” is satisfied. 
First consider the case when u E P’ and c’ E P”. Note that U’ fx or L.’ :f ~2. otherwise 
u’( 11, u) = d(p. y) + 1 + d(x, u) = t-(c) + r(u) -6 1. Among adjacent vertices. one from P’ 
and the other from P”, we choose vertices U* E P’ and I.* E P” with U* #I and r* f I‘ 
whose sum d(u*,.~)+d(c*, v) is minimal. Let ,j = num(c* ) > nunz(u*) = i. First suppose 
that U* =.Y. Then L’* # y and therefore Y,_I (c*) # 0. By Lemma 5.7 before step i we 
have I;_ 1 (u* ) = 0 - thus after this step we obtain ci( c* ) = 1. Hence c’,_ 1 (I-* ) = I But 
then in step ,j the first condition in line (7) of the algorithm does not hold, because 
c,_t(r*) = 1 <~,_r(tl*) # 0. Therefore the vertex ~rn(z.* ) E P” does not receive the 
value ,fn( L’* ) = I’, contrary to (*). So, let us suppose II* fx. Since nunz( r* ) > m4m( II* ). 
I’* is adjacent to the maximum neighbour mn(u*) of II*. From the choice of the edge 
Ll 1 * * we conclude that mn(tl*) =x and L.* = y. First we consider the case lP”j = 1 
i.e. L‘ = o* = J’. Then Y,_I (v) = Q(Y) = ~0,) = 0 and ,f$ v) = r = J’. Since i < j in step 
i we already have a neighbour y E N,(u* ) of u* with I;_, (J,) = 0. This means that 
by algorithm x cannot receive the value ,fiz(u*) = II from II*. So, let IP”i 2 2 and I’ 
be the neighbour of _v in P”. If k = num( I>-) <nzm(u* ) then Q( J’) = 0 and again in 
step i we already have a neighbour J’ E N,( U* ) of U* with I;_ 1 (_v) = Q (~3) -= 0. Hence 
k>i. Since x=mn(u*) and d(zl*.~+ )<2, x and t.+ are adjacent. By the algorithm 
since _Y E D we have T,(X) = 0. Now in step k the neighbour .Y t Nk (c / ) violates the 
condition in line (7). contrary to fll(v) =.fti(tl+ ) = = I‘. This contradiction settles the 
case when u’ t P’ and 1:’ E P”. 
Now suppose that U’ E P’ and o’ 4 P” (the case when U’ E P’ and L” t P” is similar ). 
Then necessarily P” c F’. i.e. the vertex y belongs to the path e. Let z be the neighbour 
of 2.’ E P, such that L.’ = mn(z). Let u’( cI’,,v j = 1’ and d( c’, .v) = I”. Since d(u. ~1) <Y(U) 
+Y(I’) and d(u, c) = Y(U)- I’+ 1 +I”+r(z-), the inequality I” <I’ is necessarily fulfilled. 
Moreover. since c’ # y and 2+r(c)dd(u,c)~r(~)f~(~‘), we obtain r(u)32 and U’ fs. 
If i =num(u’)<num(z) ( <mm(d)) then L”,Z E N,[mn(u’)]. Since U’ and z are adjacent 
to both nzn(u’) and L.’ = mn(z), by the MN0 algorithm we conclude that I.’ = nzn( u’ ). 
By the RDP algorithm and Lemma 5.7 in step j = num(~’ ) we have c, _r ( L.’ ) < I” and 
Y,_ 1 (r’) = I’ - 1. Since I” < 1’ the inequality cj_ 1 (I”) <r, 1 (r’) holds. Comparing with 
the condition in line (7) we get x = 1”. But then d(u. 1.) = Y( U) -t G!(_Y, J) - Y(V) > I.( II) 
+ v(v), which is impossible. 
So, assume that i > num(z). If i <j then in step i we have L’,_ 1 (c’) < I” < I’ = I’,~_ ,(I& ). 
Therefore c,_ I (d )+ 1 < T,_ 1 (u’) and we cannot transmit the value .fn(u’) := II to the max- 
imum neighbour of U’ because the second condition in line (7) is violated. Otherwise. 
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if i>j then according to Lemma 5.7 ci-t(u’)<l” + 1. Then c~-~(u’)<Y~-~(u’) and 
again applying the second condition of line (7) we obtain a contradiction with (*). 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. ci 
From Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8 and Theorem 3.2 we immediately obtain that the set P 
computed by the algorithm RDP is a maximum r-packing of G. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. q 
6. p-center and q-dispersion problems 
Let G=(V,E) be a graph and M/: V + R? U (0) be a non-negative weight function 
defined on V. We define the radius r(S) of a set SC V as max{w(u)d(u,S) : u E V}. 
For a given positive integer p < ) V) we define the p-radius of G as 
r,=r,(G)=min{v(C):CC V, lCl<p}. 
The p-center problem is to find a set of size at most p which realizes the p-radius 
of G (such a set is called a p-center of G). 
This is one of the main models in facility location theory; see [24, 381. For gen- 
eral graphs, the problem of finding p-centers is NP-hard [24]. Moreover, even the 
&-approximation variant of this problem remains NP-hard for E <2 [34], while a poly- 
nomial 2-approximation algorithm is given in [34]. Remark also that since the domina- 
tion problem is a particular instance of the p-center problem [24] the p-center problem 
is Np-hard in all graph classes where the domination problem is N[FD-complete. 
Polynomial algorithms for the p-center problem are known only in trees [S, 24, 261 
and almost-trees [22]. The best known algorithms have time complexity O(jVj) for 
unweighted trees [ 191 and 0( / V 1 log2 1 V 1) for weighted trees [3 11. 
As already mentioned the domination problem on a graph G is a particular case 
of the p-center problem. Conversely, the p-center problem can be reduced to solving 
a logarithmic number of r-domination problems on G: Indeed, the p-radius rp = r,(G) 
is an element of the weighted distance matrix WD = (w(u)d(u, t~))~,~,~ CJ. To compute Ye 
we search this matrix for the minimum value which is feasible in the following sense. 
A value r is feasible if there exists a set C (I V of size at most p whose radius r(C) 
is not greater than r. In order to decide whether a given r is feasible it suffices to 
solve the r-domination problem on G with r(u) = [r/w(u)] if w(u) #O and r(u) = cx 
(a sufficiently large number) otherwise, and check if the obtained solution contains 
not more than p vertices. If so we decrease r by taking the median of the list of 
elements of WD which are smaller than r. Otherwise, we replace r by the median of 
elements of WD which are larger than r. The start value of r is the median element 
of WD. Thus the p-center problem can be solved by computing the weighted distance 
matrix and searching it by repeatedly using linear-time median finding [4] and solving 
the corresponding r-domination problem. Since for dually chordal graphs the weighted 
distance matrix is computed in 0( 1 V 1 2, time and the r-domination problem is solved 
in 0( lEl) time the proposed approach leads to an 0( 1 V(’ log 1 VI) algorithm for the 
/l-center problem in these graphs. 
Next we consider the q-dispersion problem [8] which is in some sense dual to the 
p-center problem. For a given subset X z V find a q-vertex set S LX such that its 
vertices are as far apart as possible. i.e. maximizing min{ d( II, r) : II. 2’ E S, II f 13). Then 
S is called the q-tlispwsion srt of X and max{ min{ d(~. I’) : II. 1‘ ES} : IS = q} = tl,,(X ) 
is the q-rlispwsior~ of X. The duality between the /,-center and q-dispersion problems 
in trees was established in different variants in [26, X]. As we will show a similar result 
holds for dually chordal graphs too. 
min{niax{d(~,C):z~EX}:C~ I’.IC=p} 
= ~_(max{min{d(r.v):~~.u~S.f~#~~}:S~X.~S~ =p+ I} + 1)!21 
Proof. Let k be an arbitrary nonnegative integer. There exists a C C I’, ICI = p such 
that max{ N’(l,. C) : 1’ E A’} <k if and only if 
lnin{lD(:lnax{d(l:,D):~.~-X}dk.DcV}~lI 
or, equivalently. 
min{~DI:d(~.D)<k for all PEX.DC C’}<p. 
This expression states that is,.(G) d p for the r--domination problem on graph G with 
the following radius function I’: 
I’( P) = k for all r E X and Y(P) == x: otherwise. 
By the duality result y,.(G)= n,.(G) between r-domination and I--packing 
(Theorem 3.2) the preceding inequality holds if and only if 
max{~S(:NI(LI,1.)>2k for all u.~ES..SCX}<~. 
This expression states that there are at most p vertices such that d( II, 1‘) > 21, for any 
pair I/. r of them. In other words, for every (p I- I )-vertex set there are at least two 
vertices U, I’ such that d(~r. r) <2k. Hence, we obtain that 
or. equivalently. 
The solution of the q-dispersion problem on a dually chordal graph G may be 
obtained in the following way. First, solve the p-center problem on G with I>= y ~~ I 
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and w(u) = 1 if u EX and w(u) = 0 if u E V\X. Let rP be the p-radius of G. By 
Theorem 6.1 either dy(X) = 2r, or d&Y) = 2r, - 1. In order to compute the exact 
value of d&Y) we must solve at most two independent set problems in the subgraph 
induced by X of the k-th power Gk of G, first for k = 2r, - 1 and later for k = 2r, - 2. 
Recall that the graph G” has the same vertex set V and two distinct vertices u, c‘ E V are 
adjacent in Gk iff d(u, u) <k in G. If for k = 2r, - 1 the obtained maximal independent 
set S of Gk(X) has at least q vertices then we are done: dq(X)=2r- and S is a q- 
dispersion set. Otherwise, the maximal independent set S LX obtained for k = 2r,-2 is 
the required one and d4(X) = 2r, - 1. Observe that in the second case the independent 
set problem in Gk is equivalent to the r-packing problem on G with r(u) = rP - 1 for 
any u EX and r(u) = CC otherwise, that is not true for the first case. 
As was shown in [5] all powers of doubly chordal graphs are doubly chordal, thus 
they are chordal. The independent set problem in chordal graphs is solvable in time 
linear in the size of the graph [35]. So, the presented algorithm gives an O() VI2 log 1 Vi) 
time bound for computing the q-dispersion set of a doubly chordal graph. Unfortunately, 
the presented method is not polynomial for dually chordal graphs, because odd powers 
of dually chordal graphs have no special structure with respect to the independent set 
problem. Moreover. as we show below the q-dispersion problem for dually chordal 
graphs is N P-complete. 
Let Go be an arbitrary graph. Consider the dually chordal graph G, obtained from Go 
by adding a new vertex r adjacent to all vertices of Go. Evidently, each independent 
set of Go is independent in G and conversely. Let dq be the q-dispersion of V in G. 
Then in the graph G, and therefore in the graph Go too, there is an independent set 
with at least q vertices if and only if d4 = 2. Thus, we reduce the general independent 
set problem to the q-dispersion problem on dually chordal graphs. 
The same construction works for proving that all four classical graph problems (max- 
imum independent set, minimum clique covering, minimum coloring, maximum clique 
problem) and other problems like e.g. the Hamiltonian circuit problem remain F+JP- 
complete for dually chordal graphs. Summarizing the results of this section we obtain 
Theorem 6.2. (1) The p-center problem on a dually chordal graph G = (V, E) can be 
solved in 0( / VI 2 log ( VI) time; 
(2) the q-dispersion problem on dually chordal graphs is NP-complete; 
(3) the q-dispersion problem on a doubly chordal graph G = (V, E) can be solved 
in O(IVI’loglVI) time. 
Next consider the simplest cases of the q-dispersion and p-center problems when 
q = 2 and p = 1. They are called the diameter and the center problems in G. Recall 
some necessary definitions. The eccentricity of a vertex v E V is e(v)=max{d(v, u): 
u E V}. The diameter d(G) of G is the maximum eccentricity, while the radius r(G) 
of G is the minimum eccentricity of vertices of G. A vertex whose eccentricity is 
equal to r(G) is called a central vertex. Vertices u, v E V form a diametral pair of G 
if d(u, v) = d(G). We present a linear time algorithm for computing a central vertex, 
the diameter and a diametral pair of vertices of a dually chordal graph G. Another 
linear time algorithm for finding a central vertex of G is given in [13]. 
Let G = (V, E) be a dually chordal graph. According to [ 131 for any vertex I’ E I’ ii‘ 
d(r,u)=r(r>) then e(tl)>2v(G)- 2. The value k = L(e(u)+ I),‘21 is an approximation 
of thle radius of G, more precisely either k = r(G) or li = Y( G) - I. Next we apply 
the r--domination algorithm, first with I.([.) ZE li for all L’ c 1’ and later with I.( (‘) E I\ +- I 
for all I’ t V. If in the first case the obtained minimum f--dominating set D consists 
of a single vertex x then we are done: s is central and Y(G) = li. Otherwise, WC ha\e 
f-(G) = k i I and the single vertex of the minimum v-dominating set with f’(r) zz I\ i- I 
for all 1% l I’ must be central. Thus a central vertex .I- of a dually chordal graph G 
can be found in linear time, because the eccentricity of one arbitrary vertex and an 
r-dorninating set are found in linear time. 
Next we present a linear time algorithm for computing the diameter cl( G ) of a duallq 
chordal graph G. This algorithm is a modification of the RDP algorithm for the case 
rjr):=~.(G)~ 1 for all VE V. 
(3) for all I‘ t V do begin u(L.) := 0; fjz( I~) := 1’ end 
(4) for i:= 1 to t? do 
(5) if for all ll~N,[c,] a(c)<r- I and N(l%,)nM=B then 
((3) if u(mn(c;))<a(~;) then 
begin 
(7) cJ(mn(c,)):=a(r,)+ I; 
(8) ,fiI(VZl?( l'i)) :=,fi?( l', ) 
end 
(9) else if u((.,)=r- 1 then ,i4:==M1J{t:,} 
( IO) if (M lzus tltv nonadjucmt wrtices ~1 und r ) 
then u’(fiz( u),Jil( v)) = d(G) = 2v( G ) 
( I 1 ) else d(fk(u).Ji( P)) = d(G) = 2y(G) - 1 jbr- trr~~‘ plrir of’ rertices II, I’ t hf. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show the correctness of the Algorithm Diameter only. As 
before we indicate by a;(c) the value of U(V) obtained immediately after step i of the 
algorithm, where a step is understood as one iteration of lines (5)-(9). First remark 
that since l:,, is a central vertex of G the MNO-tree T with root r,, has height I’ = K(G). 
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Any maximum neighbour path between v, and an arbitrary vertex v E V is a decreasing 
path of T. By the algorithm (lines (7) (8)) every vertex u, belongs to the maximum 
neighbour path between fn(Vi) and v,. Thus, if ai_ 1 (vi) = Y - 1 then the vertices U, 
and v, must be adjacent if i <n. By the algorithm MN0 we obtain that all vertices 
vi+], , vn_ 1 are adjacent to the vertex v, too. Summarizing, we deduce that A4 is a 
subset of N[un] consisting of vertices v; with ai_i(vi) = r - 1. 
We assert that IMl>2. To show this pick any VEM, vf v,. Let V be a farthest 
vertex from v, i.e. d(v,C) >r(G). Then either v, lies on a shortest path between u and 
V or d(v,. 5) = d(u, 5) = r, otherwise u, is not central. Therefore, either v, EM or M 
contains a neighbour of v, one step closer to 5. 
Next let U=fn(u), V=fn(u), where u and v are vertices of A4 selected on lines 
(10) or (11). Let P’=(U,u, ,..., u) and P”=(U,vl,.. . , v) be maximum neighbour paths 
between U, u and 5, v, respectively. Both these paths are increasing and may be 
extended to maximum neighbour paths between v, and u and 5. By Lemma 4.7 and 
since all vertices of M\{v,} are adjacent to v, in MNO-tree T, the maximum neighbour 
path between vertices U and 1; either coincides with path P’ U {u, v,,, v} UP” or consists 
of a subpath (U, . . . , u’) of P’, an edge (u’, u’) and a subpath (v’, . . . , 5) of P”. In the first 
case u and u are nonadjacent and A(& 5) = d(Zi, u)+2+d(v, 5) = r- 1+2+r- 1 = 2r. Now 
to the second case. If U’ = u and v’ = v then we are in conditions of line (11) i.e. the set 
M induces a complete subgraph. Since d(x, M) d r- 1 for all x E V, d(G) < 2r( G). From 
d(u, 5) = d(& u’) + 1 + d(5, v’) = 27(G) - 1, we obtain that d&Z) = d(G) = 2r(G) - 1. 
So, assume that u’ # u or v’ # v. 
Among adjacent vertices u’ E PI and v’ E P” with u’ # u or I/ # v we choose ad- 
jacent vertices U* E P’ and v* E P” whose sum d(u*,v) + d(v*,u) is minimal. Let 
j=num(v*)>num(u*)=i. Then evidently U* # u,. If U* fu then mn(u*) is adjacent 
to v*. From the choice of vertices U* and v* we get that mn(u* ) = u and v = v*. 
Then CZ_~(U*)=Y - 2, otherwise fn(u)#fn(u*). Let v+ be a vertex of P” adjacent 
to v. If num(v+ ) < num(u* ) then according to the algorithm the vertex u = mn(u* ) 
does not receive the value Y - 1 on step num(u* ) because ai_ 1 (v* ) = 7 - 1, and so 
fn(u) #fn(u*). Otherwise, if num(v+) >num(u*) then u is adjacent to v+ as maximum 
neighbour of u*. In this case the vertex v = mn(v+) does not receive the value Y - 1 
on step k = num(vf), because u E Nk(v+) and u already has value Y ~ 1. 
Next assume that u* =u, i.e. U* EN[v,]. Since num(u*)<num(v*) v, and v* are 
adjacent and mn(v*) = v, (by the MN0 algorithm). Thus v, = u. Since u E N[v*] nA4 
according to the algorithm the vertex u, = v does not get the value Y - 1 on step 
num(v* ), a contradiction. 0 
7. The u-dominating clique problem 
An r-dominating set D of a graph G which induces a clique is called an r-dominating 
clique of G. For a given function r : V + N U (0) and a given graph G = ( V, E) such 
a clique does not necessarily exist. As was shown in [6] even for weakly chordal 
graphs the problem to decide whether or not a dominating clique (v(c) = I ) exists is 
PUP-complete. For chordal graphs and Helly graphs there is a simple criterion for the 
existence of /.-dominating cliques, which leads to polynomial algorithms for finding 
such a clique if it exists [15]; for the case of chordal graphs and r(r) q : 1 see [27]. 
The r-dominutirug clique prohlcw consists in finding the minimum cardinality I.- 
dominating clique of G if such a clique exists. For a bibliography on dominating clique 
problem we refer to [23]. In [15] a linear-time algorithm for solving the r--dominating 
clique problem in dually chordal graphs is given. Below we present a modification 01‘ 
this algorithm which allows to solve simultaneously the r--dominating clique problem 
and its dual problem on dually chordal graphs. 
The problem dual to the r-dominating clique problem is: for a given graph G and 
function I’: I’ 1 N U (0) find a maximum cardinality vertex set P such that fol- all 
U. 11 E P d(u. 1.) = r(u) + Y(L) + I holds. We call such a set P a .strict ~.-p~lckir~q .wt 
of G. 
Algorithm 7.1 (RDCSP). Find a minimum r-dominating c,liyw und LI masimum .strir,r 
r-pucking set of a dually chordal gruph C. 
Input: A dually chordal graph G = ( V, E) lvith u rnuximum neighhourhood ordw- 
ing 1’1.. , u, produced by MN0 and n,ith non-ntyatiw integers r( 1’1 ). . 
1.c l?,, )
Output: A minimum r-dominating clique D and (I maximum strict r-packing wr P 
of’ G {f they exist and un.ww “No” othtw~isr 
(I) 0:=&P:=@ 
(2) for all o t V do fn(v) := L’; 
(3) if for all vt V r(v)>0 then 
(4) for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
(5) if r(mn(vi))>r(a,) then 
begin 
i6) r(Mf2(Uj)) I= l”(Ui) - 1; 
(7) .f;l(mn(vi)):=,f~(@l); 
end 
(8) G := G - {t’;}; 
(9) if r(mn(t’,)) = 0 then goto outloop 
end 
(IO) stop with output D:= P := {un} 
else 
olltloop: 
begin 
(11) bvith algorithm MN0 find a maximum nrighhourhood order@ (~‘1.. . r(, ) 
qf’ the rest graph G with r(z$) = 0; 
(12) par :=O; 
(13) for i:= 1 to p do 
66 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
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if r(vi) = 0 then 
begin 
D:=DU {v:}; 
P:=PUcfn(uj)}; 
if pur =0 then c:=v: and par:= 1; 
end 
else if (for all x~N~[uj] r(x)>O) and r(mn(v())>r(v~) then 
begin 
r(mn(v~)):=r(v~) - 1; 
,fn(mn(v~)) :=,fn(v:); 
end 
if D is no clique then 
begin 
if c’ crnd 0; are nonudjucent then 
c’ :=Jiz(tl) und v” :=fi($); 
else v’ :=fiz(x) und v” :=fn(y) where x and y ure arbitrary non- 
adjacent vertices of’ D; 
output “there is no r-dominating clique in G, there ure two vertices 
v’ and v” with d(v’,v”)>r(v’) + r(v”) + 1”; 
end 
else 
begin 
D is a minimum r-dominating clique of G; 
P is a muximum strict r-pucking set of G; 
end 
end; 
Theorem 7.2. Algorithm RDCSP is correct und works in linear time. 
Proof. The time bound of the algorithm is obviously linear. The correctness proof is 
based on two claims: 
(a) if D is no clique then d(c’, t”‘) >r(u’)+r( v”)+ 1 and thus there is no r-dominating 
clique in G; 
(b) if D is a clique then D is an v-dominating clique, P is a strict r-packing set of 
G and ID( = IPl. 
According to the algorithm if a vertex vk is reached such that uJ = mn(a~ ) has the 
current r-value 0, then a maximum neighbourhood ordering (c’, , . . , 0;) of the rest 
graph is computed such that U; = Uj. Observe that (~1,. . . ,uk, r;{, , I(,) is a maxi- 
mum neighbourhood ordering of the whole graph G. Denote the obtained ordering by 
(vi,. . . , &, uk++,, , u,‘), where L’:~, = zj{,. . , v,’ = v;, and let T be its rooted MNO-tree. 
For any vertex v t V let nzdm(v) be the index of v in this ordering. 
Next we prove assertion (a). In order to present a unified proof we put x = t$ 
and y=r in line (22) of the algorithm. Let P’=(o’,...,x) and P”=(v”,...,y) be 
maximum neighbour paths between u’,.Y and t.” , y, respectively. Both these paths belong 
to T and therefore are increasing. Consider the maximum neighbour path P between 
L” and c.” and suppose that its length is at most r($) + Y( 8) + I. First assume that 
both ends of the intermediate edge of P belong to P’ and P”. Let (u’. d’) be an edge 
with U’ E P’ and 11” E P” which minimizes (I( u’. x ) + d( d’ . J’). Since .Y and I‘ are non ..- 
adjacent, U’ # .Y or I/” # _v. Without loss of generality assume that /IU~~~( 11”)< 1711m( 11’ ). 
If u” # J’ then n~~(z&‘) is adjacent to u’, in contradiction with the choice of the edge 
(11’. I!“). Thus U” = J’. First assume that .Y # $. Then according to the algorithm the 
vertex l$ is adjacent to I‘. Hence, by the MN0 algorithm I$ is adjacent to all vertices 
.I- E I’ with IIUI?I(.X) >nunz(c). In particular, I’,, ’ is adjacent to both s and I’. Moreovct-. 
1111?(X) = ,IIn(~-) = L$, i.e. $, is adjacent to II’ and all vertices of the path P’ between II’ 
and .r. This follows from the fact that the indices of all these \:ertices arc greater than 
/?urn( J’) while n~rm( I,) > k. But then mn( u’) = I‘;‘. in contradiction with our asaump- 
tion that I$, f .x. Next assume that s := I$, and ~‘=r (see lines (17) and (22) 01‘ the 
algorithm). According to the algorithm all vertices of the path P’ bctwcen li, and 
,f;l($,) are processed during the first part of* the algorithm. i.c. their indicts are at most 
k. This contradicts to the assumption that num( u’ ) > mm( d’ ) = num( 1.) :> X NOM, sup- 
pose that one end of the intermediate edge of P does not belong to P’ i J Y”. Then 
.x = I,:, and ~3 = 1‘. i.e. the condition of- line (22) of’ the algorithm is fulfilled. I~dtxd. 
otherwise ci, is adjacent to x and y in G and in T. Moreover. since l:, i:, the root ot 
the tree T, the maximum neighbour paths from v(, to 1.’ and 1.” pass through .Y and I . 
respectively. This is possible only if the ends of the intermediate edge of f coincide 
with s and I$ or with J’ and 1-I,. Thus d( ?, v”) = ,-(I.‘) + I.( I.“) - 2. So. Ict .I- 7~ I;~ and 
J’ = I’. Pick an edge (u’, u”) with 11’ F P’ and I( ” in the path 01’ T bctwccn I‘ and $ 
which minimizes d(zc”, u) (at least one such edge exists. since the intermediate cdgc 
of P is of this kind). Let u be the neighbour of II ” in the subpath of T between 11” 
and J’. By the algorithm all vertices of the path P’ between I;, and ,f$ $, ) have indicts 
at most h . In particular, rz~m(u’) <k. while MLWZ( ~1”) > HLMI( I/) >A. This means that the 
vertices /nil and u are adjacent, contrary to the choice of the edge (d.d’). This 
settles the proof of claim (a). 
In order to prove claim (b), we show that the set D constructed by the algorithm is 
an r-,-dominating clique of G. Comparing the algorithms RDP and RDCSP WC conclude 
that they work identically until for the first time 1*(my1( [‘, )) = 0 occurs ( line (9 ) ). This 
means that for any vertex 11 both algorithms return identical r--value and one and the 
same vertex ,fjl( I’). In particular we obtain, that if the label “outloop” is never reached 
by a ~~jto command then {c,!} is an I*-dominating and a strict I--packing set of G. Nou 
compare the actions of both algorithms on the rest graph. Let (.{, , I;, be a maximum 
neighbourhood ordering such that Y( $) = 0. Then for any vertex I>: we have (,( 1~: ) _ x 
in RDP algorithm. 
Thus, both algorithms RDP and RDCSP put r(~~~ti(c:)) = /.( u:) - I and ,fiz( mn( 1.: ) :-- 
,f;?($) iff r(.~-)>O for all x E N,[$] and r(mn(~i))>~.(l::) until for the first time I.(/.:) = 0 
occurs in the second part of the algorithm (line (14)). Since both r = 1~: and I$ hale 
to be in D and D is a clique, 1‘ and $ are adjacent. Recall that the algorithm MN0 
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has the property that all neighbours of the last vertex IJ; form an interval directly to 
the left of ni. On these vertices both algorithms simply select neighbours vi of vertex 
v; with the property that r(v:) = 0. So, the set D obtained by RDCSP is also obtained 
by RDP, i.e. D is an r-domination clique. On the other hand, the set P is an r-packing 
of G and IPJ = IDI ( see Lemma 5.8). Thus, 
d(J~(x>,fn(v)>>r(fn(x>> + 4fn(v>> 
for any vertices x, y ED. Since x and y are adjacent and 
WJ%x)) = 06))~4Y>.f~(Y)) = Q%Y>>, 
also 
d(~zfiz(x),fn(y))~r(fn(x)) + a%Y>> + 1. 
Therefore P is a strict r-packing set. 0 
The algorithm RDCSP can be used for finding a central clique of a dually chordal 
graph. The eccentricity e(C) of a clique C is the maximum distance from any vertex 
to C. A clique center of G is a clique with minimum eccentricity which is called 
the clique radius of G and is denoted by U(G). For an arbitrary graph G we have 
r(G) 3 U(G) 3 r(G) - 1, because the eccentricity of any clique containing a central 
vertex of G is at most r(G). So, it is sufficient to decide whether G contains an 
r-dominating clique with Y(V) = r(G) - 1 for all v E V. 
Corollary 7.3. A clique center and the clique radius cr(G) of a dually chordal graph 
G can be computed in linear time. 
8. Connected r-domination and Steiner tree problems 
An r-dominating set D of a graph G which induces a connected subgraph is called 
connected r-dominating set of G. The connected r-domination problem consists in 
finding a minimum cardinality connected r-dominating set of G. For a given graph 
G and a set SC V (of terminal vertices) a Steiner tree is a tree which spans all 
vertices of S. The Steiner tree problem asks for a minimum cardinality Steiner tree. 
The Steiner tree problem is a particular instance of the connected r-domination problem 
when r(v) = 0 for any terminal vertex and r(v) = w for all other vertices. 
In general, both problems are NP-complete [20]. For more special graph classes the 
situation is sometimes better (for a bibliography on connected domination cf. [23]). For 
the connected r-domination problem a polynomial algorithm was known for strongly 
chordal graphs [9]. In [13] this algorithm was extended to the whole class of dually 
chordal graphs. Its complexity is linear for doubly chordal graphs and quadratic for 
dually chordal graphs. 
The maximum neighbourhood orderings of dually chordal graphs remain a useful tool 
for solving the connected v-domination problem too. Let (cl.. , t’,,) be the ordering 
of vertices of a dually chordal graph G = (V.E) generated by the algorithm MNO. 
By ~(1’1 ). , Y( P,,) we denote the dominating radii of the corresponding vertices of G. 
The next algorithm constructs a minimum connected r-dominating set 11 C 1.. Initially 
/I contains all vertices L’ with Y( 11) = 0. In step i the algorithm processes the vertex I’, 
according to the following rules. If v(P,) > 0 and P(C) > 0 for any L’ E N,[ r,] then we 
update Y( mn( L’, )) by considering r(mn( c, )) = mini r( mrz( I’, )). I*( r, ) -- 1 } and including 
nzn( r\)) in D if its radius becomes 0. If Y(v,) = 0 and I.( 1’) > 0 for any I‘ C: ‘V,( I., ) but 
I’( u ) = 0 for some vertex of G,, 1 then we put T(WI( I’, )) = 0 and include rn/z( z’, ) in I). 
Otherwise. if Y( rl) = 0 but D il N,(c,) f @ then we add new edges in G, 1 in order to 
tramform the subgraph induced by D n N,(z),) into a connected subgraph. In such a 
way we keep the connectedness of all these vertices through the vertex I’,. Ln this case 
we also delete all remaining vertices from N,(tl, ), i.e. vertices I‘ t .h’,( I’, ) with F( I’ ) > 0. 
except the vertex WZ(C,). 
Our algorithm works as follows: 
Algorithm 8.1 (CRD). Find (1 minimum connected r-domitzutiny sc’t of’ (I tlur~ll~~~ 
chrd~~l yruph G. 
Input: A dually chordul yrcrph G ~t’itll u maximum neighhourhoorl ordcrimy 
(1.1. . . c,,) produced b~l MN0 and dominatirzy r&ii t-( 1‘1 ). . r( I.,, ) 
Output: A minimum connected r-dominatiny set D qf’ G 
(I) D:=(i): 
(2) for all I.E V do if v(c;)=O then D:=:DU{r}: 
(3 ) if D is empty then 
(4) for i := 1 to n do 
begin 
(5) l’, := mn(c,); 
(6) r(l.,):= min{r(ai) - l,U(f’,)}; 
(7) G 1~ G - Pi; 
(8) if r( v, ) = 0 then goto outloop 
end; 
(9) D := {r,,}; 
( 10 ) else {now r( 1%) = 0 for some I‘ cmd supposr thcrt G IIII,P p rcrtiw.v} 
( 1 I ) outloop: 
begin 
( I2 ) using MN0 algorithm ,jirzd u muximutn ncighhouuhood ordering cl. . I’,, of’ 
tlw wst yruph G ,vitlz r(c,) =: 0; 
(13) D:=DcJ{/~,,}; 
(14) for i:= 1 to p do a(a,):=O; 
(15) for i:=l to pP 1 do 
(16) if a( z’!) = 0 then 
begin 
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(17) Vj := mn( vi); 
(18) if I.(X) > 0 fir ull x E Ni(vi) then 
(19) if r(vi)=O then begin r(vi):=O; D:=DU{vj} end 
(20) else 
begin 
(21) r(Vi)= min{r(v;) - l,r(Vj)}, 
(22) if r(vi)=O then D:=DU{vi} 
end 
(23) else if T(Q) = 0 then 
begin 
(24) F:=B; 
(25) for all x t Ifi do 
(26) if r(x)=0 then F:=Fu{x} 
(27) else if x # 0.j then a(x) := 1; 
(28) add some nelv edges (in case of need) so that the subyruph 
induced by set F becomes connected, 
(29) updute sets N,(x) jar ~11 x E Ni(vi) n F; 
end 
end 
end; 
The running time of this algorithm is 0( JEl + IE’J + t), where E’ is the set of added 
edges and t is the total cost of lines (28) and (29). 
Theorem 8.2. Algorithm CRD is correct und works in time O(l VI’). For doubly 
chordal graphs the running time of this algorithm is linear. 
The proof of this theorem requires some auxiliary results. Let v be a vertex of a 
dually chordal graph G which has a maximum neighbour u # v. 
Lemma 8.3. In a graph G lvith at least tivo vertices there exists u minimum connected 
r-dominating set D in tcjhich v 6 D tj and only [f r(v) # 0. 
As we already saw a similar result holds for the general r-domination problem; see 
the proof of Theorem 5.2. This is true in our case too since if r(v) # 0 and v l D we 
can replace v by its maximum neighbour, obtaining a new connected r-dominating set 
of the same cardinality. 
Lemma 8.4. Let r(v)>O. A subset DC V\{ l} : z ts a minimum connected r-dominating 
set of G (f D is a minimum connected r’-dominating set oj’ G’ = G-v ivith r’(x) = r(x) 
bvhen xf u, and r’(u)=r(n) &en r(w)=0 jar some WE N(v) and r’(n)= 
min{r(u), r(v) - 1) otherwise. 
Proof. Any connected r/-dominating set of the graph G’ is an /--dominating set of 
G too. Let D 2 V\{r} b e a minimum connected ,.-dominating set of G. Evidently. 
D induces a connected subgraph of G’ too. Since G’ preserves all distances between 
vertices of C,‘\(P) a vertex x is r/-dominated in G’ by the same vertex of D as 111 G 
if only Y’(X) = Y(S). So, suppose that I.‘(U) := Y( I.) ~~ I <r(u). Consider the vertex z : /I 
which /.-dominates the vertex I’ in G. If d(z, 1.) 32 then ((( zr.:) = t/( r.:) ~ I < r’( 1,). 
i.e. II is ,.‘-dominated by z. Finally, if - L. E iy( l‘) then since i-(z ) > 0 we can replace in 
D the vertex z by U. The obtained set D is an /.-dominating and an #-dominating 
set. I 
Proof. Again. if D’ is a connected /,-dominating set of G’ then D = D’ _ {r} IS ;I 
connected /.-dominating set of G too. Let D be a minimum connected ,--dominating 
set of G. Necessarily it D. By the connectedness of D some neighbour of I‘. say ; 
must be in D. Since P(Z) # 0 then D\ {z} iJ {II} is r-d ominating and connected in G. 
Therefore. D’\(z) U { ~4} IS a connected I.‘-dominating set of G’. 1 
Proof. Evidently, if D is a connected r.-dominating set of G then D\{ r} is a connected 
r-dominating set of G’. Conversely, let D’ be a connected r.-dominating set of G’. 
All vertices II’ t N(r) of G with ~-(ns)>O are dominated by I‘. Remark that G’ preserves 
distances between all pairs of vertices of G, except vertices of ;V( I.). Therefore. if <ome 
vertex .Y g .Y(z~) is r-dominated in G’ by a vertex z c D’ then 3 /.-dominates .Y in (I’ too. 
Thus. D’ U {r} is a connected /.-dominating set of G. -~~’ 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that we delete a vertex y t N( I‘) which is a maximum 
neighbour of some vertex x of G. Then .Y must be adjacent to the maximum neighbour 
u of I’. According to the MN0 algorithm vertices 14 and J‘ necessarily coincide. This is 
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in contradiction with our assumption because we do not delete the maximum neighbour 
of v. 
As we already mentioned in the proof of Lemma 8.6, by adding a new edge we can 
only change the distance between the end-vertices of this edge from 2 to 1. Therefore, 
for any vertex zji,, of G’ if N,?[v;<,] = Nij[nzn(vi,)] holds in G then this equality remains 
true in the graph G’ too. q 
Proof of Theorem 8.2. The correctness of the algorithm CRD follows by induction 
on the number of vertices from Lemmas 8.3-8.7. Remark that if G is doubly chordal 
and the maximum neighbourhood ordering is obtained by the DMNO algorithm then 
E’ = 0 and t = 0. Thus in this case the complexity of the algorithm is linear. Note also 
that in the general case all added edges E’ are edges from the square G2 of a graph G. 
Consider an arbitrary edge (x, y) E E’. Let (x, y) be added to G in step i. According 
to the algorithm we have that r(mn( vi)) # 0 in this step, otherwise the set F is already 
connected and we do not need to add new edges. This means that both vertices x and 
y are adjacent to mti(Ui) in the initial graph G. Therefore d(x, y) = 2 in G and we are 
done. 0 
Next we consider the problem of finding a minimum cardinality Steiner tree in dually 
chordal graphs. As we already mentioned this problem is a particular instance of the 
connected v-domination problem, thus we can apply the CRD algorithm to solve it. 
As we will show below, in this case the CRD algorithm is nothing else than one of 
the implementations of the following “greedy method”. 
Let S be a set of terminal vertices and let Cl, C2,. . . , C, be the connected components 
of the graph G(S) induced by S. For each component Ci by ~17 we denote the vertex 
with maximum number in the maximum neighbourhood ordering of G. We call such a 
vertex VT the maximal vertex of the connected component C,. In each step we choose 
the vertex vL such that IZUII~(U~) = min{num(vT), . . . , mm(v;)}. We add the maximum 
neighbour mn(v+) of c+ to the set S and update the connected components of S and 
their maximal vertices. We repeat this step until the number of connected components 
is at most two. 
In order to prove the correctness of this method it is enough to show that the first 
vertex added to S by the method will be chosen as a first vertex added to the set 
D according to Lemmas 8.3, 8.5 and 8.6. To prove this we proceed by induction on 
the number of vertices. Consider the leftmost vertex v in the maximum neighbourhood 
ordering of G. If v @ S or v E S and N(v) n S # 0 then by Lemmas 8.3 and 8.6 we will 
not add new vertices to the set D. In this case we do not add by the last method a 
new vertex to the set S. Moreover, if N(v) fl S # 0 then adding new edges (see Lemma 
8.6) we do not change the set of connected components and their maximal vertices. 
By the induction assumption the maximum neighbour of vertex r+ selected by the 
greedy method is also included in D. 
Finally, assume that L’ E S but N(v) n S = 8. In this case v is the maximal vertex of 
its connected component. Moreover, we immediately get that v = v+, i.e. mn(v) is the 
lirst vertex which is included in S. On the other hand. by Lemmas 8.3 and 8.5. the 
vertex PYZI?(P) is added to D. 
Unfortunately. we are not able to implement this method in linear time. Standard 
data structures and UNION-FIND techniques give an 0( IEl + 131 log ISI) bound fog 
time complexity, where S is the set of terminal vertices and IsI is the size ol‘ the 
obtained Steiner tree. The time needed to look for and update minimum I i\ at 
most 0( ISi log ISI ). To merge the connected components when a Steiner point (vu- 
tex nzn( I” )) is added. one can use “rename smaller sets” (see e.g. [I] ) to get an 
0( 1x1 log ISj ) bound in total for this case. 
9. IN IP-complete problems 
As we already mentioned all four classic graph problems are NP-complete on du- 
ally chordal graphs. On the other hand, the main goal of this paper is to consider 
the domination-like problems. The v-domination problem, the connected r-domination 
problem and the r-dominating clique problem are efliciently solvable on dually chordal 
graphs. Below we show that the independent domination problem and the dominating 
cycle problem are PvP-complete on these graphs. 
Recall that the problems of finding a minimum dominating set D of G with the 
addit,ionai requirement to induce an independent set or to have a Hamiltonian cycle 
in G(D) are known as the independen/ domiwtiotl prohltw and the rkmzi~urtimg C~,LY./C 
pr~hicr~~. It is known that both these problems are NP-complete [20]. 
Proof. ( I ) Let G = (V,E) be an arbitrary graph. Construct a new graph H -_ ( I “. E’) 
by adding to G a new vertex I: adjacent to all vertices of G, a new vertex II‘ adjacent 
to 13 and 1 V/ + 1 new vertices pendant to it’ (see Fig. 1). Evidently, H is dually chordal. 
We claim that H has an independent dominating set of size k < / C’i + I if and only it‘ 
G has an independent dominating set of size k - I. 
Let L3 be an independent dominating set of H of size k < I V/ + I. Then necessar- 
ily D i 1’ U { ~2). Hence D\(w) is an independent dominating set of G. Conversely. 
if D C 1’ is an independent dominating set of G of size li ~ I then II _ J {II.} is an 
independent dominating set of H. 
(2) Let G = (V.E) be an arbitrary graph. Construct a new graph H = ( I”. E’ ) by 
adding pendant vertices to all vertices of G and a new vertex z’ adjacent to all vertices of 
G (see Fig. 2). Again, H is a dually chordal graph. We claim that H has a dominating 
cycle if and only if G has a Hamiltonian path. 
Let H have a dominating cycle C. Evidently, C C: 1. c! { 1.). If I‘ t C then C“ {I.) is 
a Hamiltonian path of G. Otherwise, C is a Hamiltonian cycle of G. Conversely. let 
G have a Hamiltonian path P. Then F’U {I’} is a dominating cycle of H. ; 
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Fig. I. 
Fig. 2 
Another type of domination problems, namely the total domination problem [23] 
consists in finding a minimum dominating set which induces a subgraph without 
isolated vertices. This problem has a polynomial time solution for strongly chordal 
graphs [9]. For dually chordal graphs this problem is still open. Our conjecture is that 
it can be solved in polynomial time too. 
One of the approaches to solve NP-complete problems on graphs is to apply efficient 
dynamic programming algorithms to graphs with bounded treewidth [25]. 
A tvianyulation of a graph G is a graph H with the same vertex set as G, such 
that G is a subgraph of H and H is chordal. The tveewidth of a graph G is the min- 
imum value k for which there exists a triangulation H of G whose maximal clique 
has size k + 1; see [25] for equivalent definitions and properties. Unfortunately, this 
approach is useless for dually chordal graphs, since although the treewidth of these 
graphs is bounded by the maximal vertex degree, its exact computation is an NP- 
complete problem. To prove this, we use our standard construction: for an arbitrary 
graph G = (V, E) add a new vertex II adjacent to all vertices of G. The obtained graph 
H is dually chordal and the treewidths of graphs G and H coincide. Thus we have 
Theorem 9.2. The problem of computing the treewidth of’ a dually chordal graph is 
N P-complete. 
Fig 3. A 3-sun. 
In the present paper we use the maximum neighbourhood ordering to develop optimal 
algorithms for domination-like problems. The existence of such an ordering as we see 
from Theorem 2.1 is a consequence of the fact that the disk hypergraph of a dually 
chordal graph is a hypertree, i.e. the disk family of a dually chordal graph fulfills the 
Helly property and its intersection graph is chordal. As the next result shows. assuming 
only the Helly property for disks does not lead to polynomial algorithms. 
Proof. Let G = (I:, E) be a graph without triangles and let H be the split qwpll of 
G : H has I’ CJ E as vertex set, P’ induces a clique in H, E is independent in H, and 
a pair (I’. CJ), where I‘ E V and r E E, is an edge of H iff u E e. We reduce the YP- 
complete vertex-edge covering problem on triangle-free graphs [20] to the domination 
problem on their split graphs. 
Since G is triangle-free, H has no 3-suns as induced subgraphs (for the shape of ;I 
3-sun see Fig. 3). 
It is easy to see by induction that disks of split graphs without 3-suns have the 
Helly property. Note that G has a vertex-edge covering set of size k if and only it’ H 
has a dominating set D (necessarily contained in C’) of the same size. Since D cm 1. 
the set D induces a complete subgraph. Thus, D is simultaneously a dominating set. 
a connected dominating set and a dominating clique of H. Moreover, D is the set of 
Steiner vertices from the Steiner tree which spans the set of terminal vertices E of the 
graph H=(I'clE.E'). 7 
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